
UNIQUE 
ELECTRIC SOLUTION



UNIQUE  E L E C TR IC  S OL UTION
iOptima, 100% Swiss Made, transforms your existing unit by
seamlessly adding the latest technology. 

Fitted with the world’s best brushless sensorless micromotor
and an Apple® iPod interface, iOptima is perfect for all your
resto  rative and endodontic procedures. All at an unrivalled price.

iOptima – I am the one and only

iOPTIMA



B OOS T Y OUR  P R ODUC TIVITY
Save yourself the cost of purchasing a new dental unit and
increase your performance by being able to treat a greater
number of patients. The functionalities of the iOptima application
and the performance of Bien-Air electric instruments combine
to significantly reduce the time taken for your procedures.

Simply connect your 4-hole tubing to the iOptima console
and transform your unit into a formidable system in a flash.
Download the iOptima application and you are ready to go.



INNOVATIVE
AND USER FRIENDLY



iOP TIMA AP P
For all your restorative and endodontic procedures, the
iOPTIMA application now offers numerous preprogrammed
and customizable options. Quick, efficient and seamless.

F ree app upgrades
iOPTIMA application is undergoing constant
development and updates, ensuring that new
innovative functions are added regularly. 

- Ergonomic and intuitive Apple® iPod touch interface 
- Pre-programmed restorative procedures
- Pre-programmed endodontic sequences from major 

manufacturers
- Creation and configuration of your own procedures
- Auto-reverse and Auto-forward endo functions



BETTER
PATIENT SAFETY



TOR QUE

P OWE R

B ien-Air MX2 LE D
B rand K
B rand S T
B rand W
B rand N

MX2 L E D MIC R OMOTOR
The Bien-Air MX2 LED micromotor offers the best perfor mance
on the market by simplifying and optimizing restorative, prophy
or endodontic procedures. The SMART LOGIC electronic
management system automatically controls the power and
maintains constant speed.

No maintenance necessary, thanks to the brushless sensor-
less technology and life-time lubricated ball bearings.

- Highest power and torque of the market
- Life-time lubricated ball bearings
- Adjustable LED light
- The most high-precision torque control 

even at very low speed (100 rpm)
- Sterilizable without protection
- Rotating coupling covering 400°



GAIN TIME
SAVE MONEY



MIC R O-S E R IE S  C ONTR A-ANG LE S
Used together, the MX2 micromotor and Micro-Series contra-
angle are no larger than a turbine. This reduction in size ensures
perfect balance by greatly reducing the effort required to hold
the handpiece. Ensuring less fatigue at the end of the day.

B ien-Air C A 1:1 L  and 1:5 L  Micro-S eries  contra-angle
Perfect for all high and low speed procedures. Vibrations and
noise are cut in half while providing the additional benefit of high
power and constant speed.

MIC R O HE AD 8:1 E NDO
Bien-Air CA 8:1 Endo contra-angle is designed to work with
shorter Endo file shanks. Offering unparalleled visibility in molar
areas, its small head provides the ideal solution for rotary endo -
dontic procedures.

- Micro-Series, 30% shorter & 23% lighter
- Anti-heating system ensuring patient safety
- The world's softest push-button
- 50% brighter lighting thanks to multi-

strand optical glass technology
- Six separate air and water spray nozzles



B ien-Air Dental S A Länggasse 60  Case postale  2500 Bienne 6, Switzerland   Tel. +41 (0)32 344 64 64  Fax +41 (0)32 344 64 91  dental@bienair.com  www.bienair.com   
B ien-Air US A, Inc.  Medical Technologies 5 Corporate Park   Suite 160   Irvine, CA 92606, USA   Phone 1-800-433-BIEN   Phone 949-477-6050   Fax 949-477-6051   ba-usa@bienair.com

B ien-Air UK  Limited Arundel House  Unit 1 - Ground Floor  Amberley Court  Whitworth Road  Crawley, West Sussex  RH11 7XL, England  Tel.+44 (0)1293 550 200  Fax+44 (0)1293 520 481  ba-uk@bienair.com

bienair-ioptima.com
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